AHEAD OF THE GAME

CASELINE INVESTMENT
AT VIALLON EMBALLAGE
INSTALLED IN SEPTEMBER 2018, THIS NEW SIX COLOUR FLEXO FOLDER GLUER FROM BGM
HELPS FRENCH INDEPENDENT STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME.
A REPORT BY DANIEL BRUNTON.

L

ocated about one hour to the
south west of Lyon, Viallon
Emballage is one of the few
remaining independently owned
corrugated board plants in France. In
a market that is so fiercely dominated
by the leading multi-national
integrated companies, it is good to see
independent companies investing in
state-of-the-art converting equipment.

Having installed a Bahmüller Turbox
with Powerpacker II and MuK robotic
palletising unit to bolster its gluing
capacity back in 2016, this French,
privately
owned
corrugated
producer
has taken
yet another

Below (left to right): Oliver Weinmann (Bahmüller), Laurent Vayssiere
(Furic), Christoph Viallon, Christian Viallon, Clement Viallon and Ralf
Schiffmann (Göpfert).
Right: MuK Robotic Palletiser.
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bold move as it grows its business,
particularly in the wine industry – with
the installation of a six colour BGM
flexo folder gluer in September 2018.

AHEAD OF THE GAME

IN A MARKET THAT IS SO FIERCELY DOMINATED BY THE LEADING MULTI-NATIONAL INTEGRATED
COMPANIES, IT IS GOOD TO SEE INDEPENDENT COMPANIES INVESTING IN STATE-OF-THE-ART
CONVERTING EQUIPMENT.

On Going
Investment in the facility has been
on-going since it was built in 1996 and
the converting hall is well equipped with
a broad range of packaging production
machinery. For the larger style boxes,
the company operates a Göpfert 4.8m
slotter and two stitchers – one Bahmüller
machine and a Sodeme unit. For in-line

production, the company utilises a two
colour Martin 616 casemaker and a four
colour Martin 1636 casemaker, as well
as a four colour Martin 924 and a six
colour Martin 924NT, installed in 2012.
For higher quality print, the company
runs a four colour Bobst Dynaflex, with
Bobst 1.7 and 2.1 Mastercut flat bed
die-cutters. Once die-cut, the printed

pieces are then folded and glued on
a Bobst Pacific and the most recent
additions of the Bahmüller Turbox
with in-line PowerPacker II module.
Throughout the factory, from corrugator
through converting, materials are moved
by way of a Seemi materials handling
system, which utilises both traditional
rollers as well as plastic chain conveyors.

www.thepackagingportal.com
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AHEAD OF THE GAME

“WITH HEALTH AND SAFETY BEING A KEY CONSIDERATION FOR US, WE CHOSE TO INSTALL THE
SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIE STORAGE SYSTEM, MEANING THAT THE OPERATORS DO NOT HAVE TO MOVE
HEAVY DIES AROUND THE FACTORY.”
CHRISTIAN VIALLON, CEO

Fosber Upgrades

bcm Installation

For the safe storage of both
flat bed and rotary dies, as well
as printing plates, the company
installed a significant semi-automatic
storage system from bcm Transtech.
“With health and safety being a key
consideration for us, we chose to install
the semi-automatic system, meaning
that the operators do not have to
move heavy dies around the factory,”
explains Christian Viallon, CEO.

Corrugator Modifications
Originally installed in the late 1990s,
the Fosber corrugator has undergone
a series of upgrades over the last
few years. The 2.5m machine, which
can run C, B and E flute, as well as
BC and EB doubelwall, had a new
single facer in 2010, a new take-off
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and stacker in 2015 and in December
2018 had a new hot plate section and
rotary shear. “We have been very
happy with the corrugator since its
installation,” confirms Christophe
Viallon, General Manager.
“The quality of the board is excellent
and the service and support from
Fosber has been great. We are rather
unusual in that the corrugator does not
dictate what happens in the plant – it is
the other way around. The converting
department specifies what volume and
type of board is needed. It is almost
like we are a sheet plant that has the
ability to make its own sheets.”

Fast Machine
Viallon Emballage is well known
throughout France as one of the best
printers of corrugated packaging.
Judging by the number of World
Star Diamond, Gold, Silver and
Bronze awards displayed in the
meeting room, stretching back to
the early 2000s, it is clear that the
company prides itself on its quality.
“In France, there is very little point
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trying to compete for brown box
work,” continues Christian Viallon.
“There is a lot of competition amongst
the integrated companies, who are
far better suited to the high volume,
brown box work. Instead, we focus on
design – both graphical and structural
– and producing high quality printed
packaging for high value items. But
is not just print that we are known
for, we are respected for the high
levels of service and innovation.”
The BGM Caseline CL 11/25-P
installed in September is a
set-while-run, quick set Flexo
Folder Gluer for a high volume
production of printed, slotted, diecut, folded and sealed boxes.
The machine is equipped with six
printing units and all necessary options
for HQPP – including automatic
change of anilox rolls in less than five
minutes, ink conditioning system for
monitoring of temperature, viscosity
and pH, dryer system on every printing
unit, register control, dimension control
and a 100% print inspection camera
with single sheet ejection system.

AHEAD OF THE GAME

“FOR US, PRINT QUALITY IS PARAMOUNT. FOR THE WINE INDUSTRY, PRINT IS CRITICAL AND THANKS
TO OUR INVESTMENT IN SOME OF THE BEST PRINTING MACHINES, WITH ASSOCIATED QUALITY
CONTROL DEVICES, WE ARE ABLE TO SERVICE WINE CUSTOMERS THROUGHOUT FRANCE.”
CHRISTIAN VIALLON, CEO
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The dryers are all supplied by JB
Machinery. Viallon also chose the
Kleenplate hickie removal and plate
cleaning system for the ultimate in
print clarity. “For us, print quality is
paramount,” says Christophe Viallon.
“For the wine industry, print is critical
and thanks to our investment in
some of the best printing machines,
with associated quality control
devices, we are able to service wine
customers throughout France.” The
company supplies wine producers
as far away as 400km, testament
not only to the print quality, but also
the levels of service achieved.
Another important feature of
the new machine specification was
the quick change of the anilox rolls.
A trolley system is able to remove
the anilox roll quickly and then run
it through an anilox roll cleaning
system, which has been supplied by
Flexo Wash of Denmark. “Looking
after the anilox rolls not only extends
their working life, but also ensures
repeat print quality, week after week,

month after month. It is a good
system,” confirms Christophe Viallon.
The BGM CL 1125 also features
‘Flow Belt’ Technology. Three direct
drive sectional folding belts with a
special shape help achieve best
folding results. The new belt design
gives a great folding experience,
without relative movement
during the process. It is suitable
for regular box operation, as well
as for ‘multibox’. ‘Multibox’ is a
common feature that allows users to
increase machine output. All boxes
are folded with highest precision
and the BGM CL 1125 is equipped
with the latest non-contact glue
system from Baumer HHS, as part
of the zero-defect offering.
Should a defective box be seen
on the line, it is marked either from
the print section or by the glue
inspection system and then diverted
by the ‘Speed Eject’ unit towards the
operator side. The SAT counter ejector
is able to handle any batch size and
ensures maximum output of the line.

JB Machinery Control Panel

Flexo Wash Anilox Cleaning System
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New Ink Kitchen

AHEAD OF THE GAME

“It has been an excellent experience working
closely with the owners and production
crews at Viallon Emballage. It is great to have
two high quality lines, such as the Turbox
and the Case Line, running at the same site.
It is good testament to the quality of the
machinery we are able to supply.”
STATES OLIVER WEINMANN, AREA SALES MANAGER, BAHMÜLLER GMBH

“It is nice to see how quickly the
operators have learned to run the
machine,” says Ralf Schiffmann,
Managing Director, Göpfert Maschinen.
“They are achieving great results on the
machine in a short period of time. The
company has embraced what can be
achieved with this new line, from the
owners right down to the operators in
each crew. We are grateful to Viallon
Emballage for the faith they put in the
BGM Case Line. It is also interesting to
see that the company is investing in a
new ink mixing and storage system,
which will further enhance their
print quality to even higher levels.”

Long Standing Relationship
“It has been an excellent experience
working closely with the owners
and production crews at Viallon
Emballage,” states Oliver Weinmann,
Area Sales Manager, Bahmüller GmbH.
“It is great to have two high quality
lines, such as the Turbox and the Case
Line, running at the same site. It is
good testament to the quality of the
machinery we are able to supply.”
“We had no doubt about choosing
this new BGM Case Line,” confirms
Christian Viallon. “We first met Göpfert
back in 1998, when we chose the single
colour printer slotter with rotary diecutter. This jumbo machine, which is still
running today, feeds the two stitchers
and produces excellent quality, large
format boxes for general industry.”
He continues, “We have worked
very well with Laurent Vayssiere
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from Furic, who is the agent for
both Bahmüller and Göpfert, for
many years. Furic have supplied
many of the lines and systems at our
company and we are very happy
with the service from them.” ■

About Viallon
Founded in 1964, the company
started out as a sheet plant. In
1990, under the guidance of
current CEO, Christian Viallon, the
company built a new factory on
a greenfield site on the outskirts
of Saint-Just-Malmont. Today,
Christian is joined in the business
by his two sons, Christophe and
Clement (who joined the business
five years ago and is now working
actively in the sales department as
a Regional Sales Representative).
Erecting a suitably large
factory, the company knew
that it would eventually install a
corrugator. This was done in 1996,
when they started-up a Fosber
2.5m machine. Twenty three years
on, each major component of the
corrugator has been upgraded or
replaced and today, the machine
is producing over 50,000 tonnes
of corrugated board per annum.
Employing 140 people, the
company has two additional
distribution and storage sites –
one near Lyon and the other in
St Etienne.
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KEEP ABREAST OF
WHAT IS HAPPENING
IN THE UNITED
STATES, EUROPE,
MIDDLE & FAR EAST!
Brunton Business Publications Ltd,
together with NV Business Publishers
Corp of America, now publish the most
comprehensive range of titles covering
the paper and board packaging industry.
From weekly newsletters through to
monthly trade journals, every aspect
of folding carton and corrugated box
manufacturing is regularly reported.
With worldwide coverage these
publications ensure readers are kept
abreast of news, technical developments
and investment throughout the industry.

YES, Please enter my subscription to:
■ INTERNATIONAL PAPER BOARD
INDUSTRY, the world’s leading
monthly corrugated trade journal
(UK – £45.00 per year, Europe and
Rest of the World – £79.00 per year,
North America – $130.00 per year)
■ THE PACKAGING PORTAL, the
alternate week newsletter serving
corrugated and folding carton
plants in Europe (UK – £70.00 per
year, Europe and Rest of the World
– £89.00 or €110.00 per year)
■ BOARD CONVERTING NEWS, the
‘popular’ weekly newsletter serving the
corrugated and folding carton plants
in the United States and Canada. (US
and Canada – $223 per year, Europe
and Rest of the World Airmail – $355)
■ FOLDING CARTON INDUSTRY,
Europe’s only trade journal exclusive
to the carton industry (UK – £40.00
per year, Europe and Rest of
the World – £79.00 per year. US
and Canada – $130 per year)
■ RECOVERED FIBRE NEWS, monthly
newsletter for the European
wastepaper industry. (UK - £47.00
per year, Overseas – £57.00 per year)
■ CORRUGATED TODAY, the bi-monthly
publication for American and
Canadian Integrated and Independent
Boxmakers. (UK – £55.00 per year,
Europe and Rest of the World – €65.00
per year, US and Canada – $50 per year)
Despatch your order to:
EUROPE:
Brunton Business Publications Ltd
1 Salisbury Office Park,
London Road, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP1 3HP, England
email: subscriptions@brunton.co.uk
NORTH AMERICA:
NV Business Publishers Corp
540 Frontage Road, Suite 3124,
Northfield, Illinois 60093, U.S.A.

